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Personal information 

Name Sophie van Hal 

Student number 5648394 

 

Studio   

Name / Theme Planning Complex Cities 

Main mentor Roberto Rocco Spatial planning and strategy 

Second mentor Geertje Slingerland Urban studies 

Argumentation of choice 
of the studio 

During the previous year, I had the chance to work full-time for 

a governmental institution. Amongst the several projects, I had 

the opportunity to engage in citizen participation. The 

complexity of urban questions and the growing frustration 

within communities, which I experienced firsthand, were eye-

opening.  

Institutional rules and regulations are deeply rooted into how 

our urban environment are shaped and how we, as citizens, 

experience them. What I observed last year is the interesting 

interplay between our physical environment, people and power 

that is often “broken” in rather politically driven decision 

making processes in governmental institutions. 

What sparked my interest for this studio is that planning and 
design can be multi-faceted tools in order to tackle spatial, 
social and institutional problems cities may/will face. This 
aspect is wat I missed during my work in a governmental 
institution. I have built a small network, which I would like to 
build upon further through a graduation project in this studio. 

 

Graduation project  
Title of the graduation 
project 
 

emPOWERed: transitioning towards cleaner energy 
futures in vulnerable neighborhoods in Rotterdam South. 

Goal  
Location: Hillesluis, Rotterdam 

The posed problem,  Spatial injustices and the lack of proper 
citizen engagement in the energy 
transition. 
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research questions and  MRQ:  
How can participatory planning practices 
facilitate multi-actor collaborations 
between people, policy and innovation 
towards a spatially just energy transition 
in Hillesluis?  
 
SRQ1: 
What is the current governance in the 
energy transition discourse in 
Rotterdam? 
 
SRQ2: 
Which stakeholders are leading the 
current energy transition and what are 
their relations? 
 
SRQ3: 
How can the role of civil society be 
redefined and strengthened in the 
energy transition in Hillesluis? 
 
SRQ4: 
Which participatory planning practices 
are needed for a more just energy 
transition? 
 
SRQ5: 
What are the spatial and socio-economic 
barriers that hinder the energy transition 
in Hillesluis? 
 
SRQ6: 
What are local energy injustices in 
Hillesluis and where are they located? 

design assignment in which these result.   

The concrete outcome of this project will take shape as a future vision for the 
neighborhood of Hillesluis. This vision will be achieved through participatory methods, 
critical revision of existing sustainability policy documents and socio-spatial analysis 
of the neighborhood. This vision will become the foundation for design principles of 
both public and private spaces.  
 
To enable and legitimize these design principles, policy recommendations are given 
that support these principles. Through a critical revision of existing sustainable 
energy policies of Rotterdam, policy recommendations are formulated.  
 
Through a socio-economic and spatial analysis, combined with the problematization 
and theoretical background, public and private places of priority are appointed on 



maps. These maps contain information from households that pose the greatest risks 
of energy poverty, to public spaces with great potential for either decentralized 
energy measures or social interaction that could lead to diffusion of information.  
 
As this process will be done through and with members of the neighborhood, new 
ways of participating and citizen engagement can be tested, evaluated and deduced 
in order to inform policy making processes. 
 
Altogether, these results alongside the analysis of existing governance structures and 
relations, new and more just form(s) of multi-actor collaborations for socio-technical  
transitions can be explored. 

 

Process  
Method description   
A mixed method approach (quantitative + qualitative) is used in this graduation 
project. 
 
Context analysis 
To identify local injustices, spatial and socio-economic barriers 
 
Methods: 
-Mapping 
-Media analysis 
-Historic maps 
 
Data sources: 
-Geodata 
-Municipal data and maps 
-Neighborhood statistics 
 
Discourse analysis 
To summarize current (energy) transition contexts and incentives underpinning them. 
 
Methods: 
-Policy analysis 
-Expert interviews 
-Case studies 
-Governance mapping 
-Literature review 
 
Data sources: 
-Municipal data and policy documents 
-Policy makes and advisors (municipality) 
-NGO’s 
-Neighbourhood initiatives 
-Housing corporations 
-Researchers in energy transition and justice fields 



Case studies: 
-BoTu2028 (the Netherlands) 
-Montreuil (France) 
-Erris Sustainable Energy Community (Ireland) 
 
Experimentation 
To reimagine the neighborhood from the bottom-up through participatory 
approaches. 
 
Data sources: 
-Municipality of Rotterdam 
-Citizen initiative group of Hillesluis 
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Reflection 
1. What is the relation between your graduation (project) topic, the studio topic (if 

applicable), your master track (A,U,BT,LA,MBE), and your master programme (MSc 
AUBS)?  

Studio topic – Complex Cities 
My topic tackles the urgent topic of the energy transition and spatial justice principles. 
The broader scheme of sustainability transitions are of highly complex nature and 
combined with the pressure of global climate goals, could pose great risks for our most 
vulnerable groups. With this, I mean risks of the unfair distribution of the costs and 
benefits of the energy transition. The performances of spatial planning could aid in the 
search to spatially just solutions towards cleaner energy futures for all. 
 
Master track Urbanism 

The master track Urbanism aims for students to explore and combine social, spatial, 

political and cultural phenomena with the built environment (TU Delft, n.d). In my 

thesis plan I have taken up a position where I identify that the energy transition is not 

just a technical or economical one, which in current practical discourse is still dominant. 

My topic aims to explore the perspectives that are thus lacking in current discourse, 

namely social and political ones. What I have discovered so far is that the social 

perspective, and thus the accompanying social changes needed for the energy 

transition, are lacking the most. Transitions towards sustainability are inherently 

political, but this aspect is usually not known in society. Meaning people will not think of 

the political system behind the energy transition in the first place. This creates a lack in 

critical view of political instruments steering the energy transition. My topic aims to do 

just that by uncovering socio-spatial injustices that have risen from the underlying and 

deeply rooted political systems of the energy transition. 
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Master program 
The master program puts its emphasis on the multi-disciplinary nature of modern urban 
challenges. My project topic and research methods aim for a multi-disciplinary 
approach, even when the focus is put on spatial justice. The project recognizes 
different scale level and aims to establish multi-actor networks that are involved, and 
needed, in order to propel our built environment towards sustainable futures. 
 
2. What is the relevance of your graduation work in the larger social, professional and 

scientific framework.  
The graduation work and expected results will not be the only solution to the issues 
related to injustice in the energy transition. There is no one solution to the complex 
challenge. However, the challenges at stake ask for more experimentation and 
innovation scientifically, in institutions and society (Krlev and Terstriep, 2022). 
Currently, this exploration of empirical, especially human-centred, cases of sustainable 
energy transitions is lacking (Garvey et al., 2022; Adil & Ko, 2016). Sector specific 
innovations towards sustainability and cleaner energy futures may be present, which 
are positive changes, but the co-evolution of all sectors is under researched (ibid.). My 
project aims to combine co-creation of future visions by and for citizens with 
accompanying policy recommendations. New perspectives on socio-technical transitions 
are needed and through experimenting with a more human approach in socio-technical 
transitions, my project can aid to this (Torrens et al., 2021; Sovacool, 2014). 
 

 

Time planning 



 

 
 


